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Abstract - - In  this paper we consider bisymmetric and centrosymmetric solutions to certain matrix 
equations over the real quaternion algebra H. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for 
the matrix equation AX = C and the following systems 
A1X = C1, A1X = C1, 
XB3 = C3, A2X = 62, 
to have bisymmetric solutions, and the system 
A1X = Ca, 
A3X B3 = C3, 
to  have centrosymmetric solutions. The expressions of such solutions of the matrix and the systems 
mentioned above are also given. Moreover a criterion for a quaternion matrix to be bisymmetric s
established and some auxiliary results on other sets over H are also mentioned. ~) 2005 Elsevier 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Sys tem of quaternion matrix equations, Inner inverse of a matrix, Reflexive inverse 
of a matrix, Centrosymmetric matrix, Bisymmetric matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], Khatri and Mitra studied the Hermitian solutions to the following matrix equations over 
the complex field: 
AX = C, (1.1) 
AXB = C, (1.2) 
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and 
A1X = C1, 
XB3 = C3. (1.3) 
Vetter [2], Magnus and Neudecker [31, Don [4], Dai [5], Navarra, Odell and Young [6], and others 
studied the symmetric solution, Hermitian solutions to the matrix equation (1.2). 
Centrosymmetric and bisymmetric matrices have been widely discussed since 1939, which are 
very useful in engineering problems, information theory, linear system theory, linear estimation 
theory and numerical analysis theory, and others (e.g., [7-17]). So investigating centrosymmetric 
solutions and bisymmetric solutions of matrix equations hould be significant and interesting. 
Inspired by Navarra, Odell and Young [6], in order to investigate centrosymmetric solutions and 
bisymmetric solutions to some matrix equations, we in [18] considered the system of matrix 
equations 
A1X = C1, 
A2X = C2, 
A3XB3 = C3, 
A4XB4 : C4, 
(1.4) 
over the real quaternion algebra 
]E = {ao +a l i  + a2j ÷ a3k I i2 = j2 = k 2 = i jk  = -1  and ao, al ,a2,a3 E •}, 
where 1~ is the real number field. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence and an 
expression of the general solution to system (1.4) were derived. As a special case of the system, 
the following system 
A1X = C1, 
A~X = C2, 
X B3 = C3, 
XB4 = C4, 
(1.5) 
derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the centrosymmetric solution and 
its representation to the system 
A1X = C1, 
AaXBa = C3, (1.7) 
over H. 
Throughout we denote the set of all m x n matrices over H by ]HI m×~, the identity matrix 
with the appropriate size by I,  an inner inverse of a matrix A over H by AO) which satisfies 
AA(1)A -- A, a reflexive inverse of a matrix A over ]HI by A + which satisfies simultaneously 
AA+A = A and A+AA + = A +. Moreover, LA =- I - A+A, RA : I -- AA  + where A + is an 
any but fixed reflexive inverse of A. Clearly, LA and RA are idempotent and one of its reflexive 
inverses, respectively. 
The following results of [18] will be used in the sequel. 
was also considered. In this paper, we use the results of [18] to consider bisymmetric solutions 
and centrosymmetric solutions to some matrix equations over H. In Section 2, we first derive 
a criterion for a bisymmetric matrix over H, then give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence and the expressions of bisymmetric solutions to the matrix equation (1.1) and 
system (1.3) and 
A1X = C1, 
A2X = C2, (1.6) 
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LEMMA 1.1. (See Theorem 2.3 in [18].) Suppose that A1 ~ ~'~×~, C~ ~ ~m×~, A2 e ~×~,  
C~ ~ H~x~, A3 ~ ~kx~, B3 ~ [4 ~xp, C3 ~ ~xv ,  Aa ~ ~x~,  B4 ~ ~rx~, C4 ~ ~qxl are known 
and X ~ ~×~ unknown; and 
S = A2LAI, K = A3LA~, T = KLs ,  
G = RsA2, M = A4LA~, N = flB3B4, P -- RMLsLTMLs, 
~J = A3 [A+ C3B + - A+ C1 - LA~S+ A2 (A+C2 - A+C1) ] B3, 
= S+A2 (A+C2 - A+Cl) + LsT+~B+3, 
Q = C4 - A4A+C1B4 - Mq~B4, 
then system (1.4) is consistent if and only if 
TT+~ = ~, RpRMLsLTQ = O, RMLsLTQLN = 0, 
and 
AjA+CjB+Bj  = Cj, j -- 3,4; AiA+Ci = C~, i -- 1,2; G(A+C2 - A+C1) = O. 
In that case, the genera/solution f system (1.4) can be expressed as 
X = A+C1 ÷ LA~ S+A2 (A+C2 -A+C1)  
q-LA~ LsT+~B + ÷ LA~ LsLT (MLsLT)  + QB + 
÷LA~LsP+RMLsLTQN+RB~ -- LA~LsLT (MLsLT)  + MLsP+RMLsLTQB+4 
÷LA~LsLTZ - LA~LsLT (MLsLT)  + MLsLTZB4B + 
÷LA~LsWRB~ - LAILsLT (MLsLT)  + MLsLpWNB+4 - LA~LsP+PWNN+RB3,  
where W, Z are arbitrary matrices over ~ with appropriate sizes. 
LEMMA 1.2. (See Corollary 3.4 in [18].) Let A1 E ~m×n, C1 E ~m×r, A2 E H ~×~, C2 E H ~×~, 
B3 C H rxp, C3 E H nxp, B4 C ~rxl, C4 E H TM be known and X E ]~,~xr unknown; and 
S -- A2LAI, G = RsA2,  T -~ LA1Ls, N = RB3B4, 
= [CaB + - A+C1 - LA1S +A2 (A +C2 - A+C1)]B3, 
= S+A2 (A+C2 - A+Cl) + LsT+~B +, Q = C4 - A+C1B4 - LAI~B4. 
Then system (1.5) is consistent ff and only ff 
TT+~ = ~, RTQ = 0, 
C~B+B~ = C~, j = 3, 4; A~A+Ci = C,, i = 1, 2; G (A+C2 - A+C1) -- O, 
in which case, the general solution of (1.5) can be expressed as the following: 
X = A+C1 ÷ LA1S+A2(A+C2 - A+C1) ÷ ~B + ÷ QN+RB3 ÷ TWRNRB3,  
where W is an arbitrary matrix over ~ with compatible dimensions. 
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2. B ISYMMETRIC  AND CENTROSYMMETRIC  
SOLUTIONS TO SOME SYSTEMS 
In this section, we consider bisymmetric solutions to the matrix equation (1.1) and systems 
(1.3) and (1.6); centrosymmetric solutions to system (1.7). A criterion for a real quaternion 
matrix to be bisymmetric is also established. 
We denote the n x n permutation matrix whose elements along the southwest-northeast diagonal 
are ones and whose remaining elements are zeros by V~. By [19], we have the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A = (aij) e ~mxn,  A* = (5ji) e H ~×'~, A(*) = (am--j+l,n--i+l) e H n×m, 
A # = (am- i+ l ,n - j+ l )  E ][.][mxn, where ~tji is the conjugate of the quaternion aji. Then A(*) = 
VnA*Vm, A # = YmAY~. 
1. The matrix A = (ai j )  E ]HI nxn is called symmetric If A = A*. 
2. The matrix A = (aij) E H '~×~ is called persymmetric i fA  = A(*). 
3. The matr ix A = (a~j) C H m×n is called centrosymmetric f aij = am--i+l,n-j+l, i.e., 
A= A #. 
4. The matrix A = (a/j) E H nx~ is called bisymmetric if a~j = an--i+l,n--j+l = Ctji. 
The set of all n × n bisymmetric matrices is denoted by ~.  
REMARK 2.1. 
1. Of the three matrix properties--symmetric, persymmetric, and centrosymmetric--any two
imply the third one. So a bisymmetric matrix A implies A = A* = A(*) = A #. 
2. Yn ~-- Y(n*) = Vn~ = V* ~- Vn -1. 
3. For matrices A and B over ]}][, it is easy to verify that 
(AB)* = B 'A* ,  
(A+) # = (A#) +, 
(AB)(*) = B(*)A(*), 
(A+) (*) (A(*)) + 
(AB)  # = A#B #, 
(A+)*  = (A*)  + , 
and (A- l )  * = (A*) -1, (A - l )  (*) = (A(*)) -1, (A- l )  # = (A#) -1 if A is invertible. 
We define (A- l )  * =- A-*.  
Now we give a criterion for a real quaternion matrix to be bisymmetric. 
THEOREM 2. i. 
I. K C ]~2k if and only if 
l 
where X1, X2 are k x k symmetr ic matrices and 
Ik (2.2) 
U= Vk Ik " 
2. K C ~2k+1 If and only if  (2.1) holds where X1, X2 are symmetr ic matrices with respective 
size k × k, (k + 1) x (k + 1), and 
[ 0:1 U = 1 . (2.3) 
Irk o /kJ 
PROOF.  
1 Let 
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where M, N, E, G are k x k. Then it follows from K C B2k that 
Hence, 
G] (*) 
K = M(*) ' M = M*, E* = VkEVk. 
Let U be defined by (2.2). Then 
UKU* = [2(M ; VkE) 2(M (*)0 EVk) 
It is easy to verify that X1 and X2 are symmetric. 
Conversely, suppose that X1, X2 are k x k symmetric matrices. Noting that 
u-1=2 -vk Ik ' 
=5  vk zk ' 
we can verify easily that 
/£=U-11Xl 220 1 g-* 
1 [Xl+UkX2Yk VkX2-XIVk] 
= -4 LX2Vk-VkX2 X2+VkX~VkJ ~B2k. 
Just like the proof of (1), we can prove that if K ~ ]~2k+1, then 
K = a c~*Vk , 
vk~ M(*) J 
645 
Xl = 2(M -- YkE), [~ 2~*v~ 1 
x~ = 2vk~ 2(M(*) + EVk) ] " 
Clearly, X1 and X 2 are symmetric. 
Conversely, if X1, X2 are k x k, (k + 1) x (k + 1), respectively, symmetric matrices, then 
we can verify easily that the matrix which has the form of (2.1) is bisymmetric by the 
definition of a bisymmetric matrix. 
where 
whereM, Ec~kXk,  o~c~kxl  aEf~,M*=M,E* =VkEVk, a----5. Let Ubedefined 
by (2.3). Then 
X2 ' 
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2.1. The  B isymmetr ic  Solutions to (1.3), (1.6), and (1.1) 
In this section, we consider bisymmetric solutions to (1.3), (1.6), and (1.1) over H. 
Now, we first consider the bisymmetric solution to system (1.3) where A1, C1 E H "~×'~, B3, C3 E 
H ~xr are known and X E ]B~ is unknown. 
By Theorem 2.1, we can let 
° 1 X2 U-*, (2.4) 
where X1 and X2 are symmetric and U is that of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that 
A1U -1 = [An, A12], C1U* = [Cn, Cn],  (2.5) 
r 31] 
U-*B3 = [Bn  ' UCa = LC32 , (2.6) 
where An,  An, Cn,  C12 are of size m × k and B31, B32, C31, C32 are of size k × r and U is defined 
by (2.2) when n = 2k; An,  A12, Cll, C12 are of respective size m x k, m x (k+l) ,  m x k, m x (k+ 1), 
and B31, B32, C31, C32 are of respective size k × r, (k + 1) x r, k x r, (k + 1) x r, and U is defined 
by (2.3) when n = 2k + 1. Then system (1.3) has a solution X 6 Bn is equivalent to the system 
AnX1 = Cll, 
XiBai = C3~, (2.7) 
and 
AleX,. = C12, 
X2B32 = C32, (2.8) 
has a symmetric solution X1 and X2, respectively. Therefore by Lemma 1.2, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let i = 1, 2, 
S~ = B~iLAI~ , G~ = Rs~B~i , T~ = LA~Ls~, N~ = RB3~A*u, 
] B3i, \~ 3i/ j 
e~i=S+B~ C3iB +) -AtC1i +Ls,  T+C~B +, Q=C1i-A1iC1~A1i-  
Then~ system (1.3) has a bisymmetric solution if and only if 
T~T+~ = ~,  Rr, Q~ = O, 
~ 0~ 
in which case, the general bisymmetric solution of (1.3) can be expressed as (2.4) where 
1 (y, + ~, )  (2.9) x~ = ~ 
with 
Y~ A+CI~ + 
where Wi is an arbitrary matrix over ~ with compatible dimension. 
PROOF. System (1.3) has a bisymmetric solution if and only if the system 
AI IX  1 = 011 , 
B31XI = C~I, 
XIB31 = C31, 
X1A~I = C* 11, 
(2.1o) 
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is consistent for X1 and the system 
A12X2 = C12, 
B~2X2 = C* 32~ 
X2B32 = Ca2, (2.11) 
X2A12* = C~2 
has a solution )(2. In fact, if system (1.3) has a bisymmetric solution X,  then system (2.7) 
and (2.8) has a symmetric solution X~ and X2, respectively. Hence, system (2.10) and (2.11) is 
consistent for Xa and X2, respectively. Conversely, assumethat  Y1 and ]I2 are solutions of (2.10) 
and (2.11), respectively, then it follows from B3iYi -- C]i and iAl i  = C~i that Yi*B3i = C3i 
and AliY~* = Cli, i = 1,2. Therefore, it is easy to verify that X1 and X2 defined by (2.9) is a 
symmetric solution of (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. Thus X defined by (2.4) is a bisymmetric 
solution of system (1.3). 
By Lemma 1.2, we can easily complete the remaining part of the proof. | 
Similarly, we can investigate the bisymmetric solution of system (1.6) where A1, C1 C IHI "~x~, 
A2, C2 C N ~x~ are known and X E I~n is unknown. By Theorem 2.1, we suppose that X is 
defined by (2.4) and 
AiU -1 -- [Ail, Ai2], CiU* = [Cil, Ci2], i = 1, 2, (2.12) 
where A~,  A12, Cll,  C~2 are of size m × k and Am, A22, C21, C22 are of size r x k and U is defined 
by (2.2) when n = 2k; AI~,A~2,CI~,CI~_ are of respective size m x k, m x (k + 1), m x k, 
m x (k + 1), and Au~, A22, C2~, C22 are of respective size r x k, r x (k + 1), r x k, r x (k + 1), 
and U is defined by (2.3) when n = 2k ÷ 1. Then system (1.6) has a bisymmetric solution if and 
only if the following system 
Al lX1 -- Cl l ,  
(2.13) 
Ae~X~ -- C~,  
and 
A12X2 = C12, 
A22X2 = C22, (2.14) 
has a symmetric solution X1 and X2, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.3. For i = 1, 2, let 
Si -- A2iLA1,, Gi = Rs~A2~, Ti = LAl iLsi ,  N1 = lrlA~iA~i, 
+ * 
•i : [(JlgCli) -- A~iC l i -  LAliSi+N2i (J~iC2i - J~iCl{)] J~i, 
~i : S~A2i (A+C2~ - A+liCli) -k Zs~T+gh (A~) + , Qi : c~i - A+Ot i i~ i  - LA l~ i i~ i .  
Then system (1.6) has a bisymmetric solution if  and only if 
T~T+ qYi = ~i, RT~Q~ = O, 
A l iA+Ct i  = el i ,  Gi(A+C2i - A+Cl i )  = 0, 
in which case, the general bisymmetric solution of (1.6) can be expressed as (2.9) with 
+ + 
Yi = A+ Cli + LAI~Si A2i(A2iC2i - A+ Cli) + q~i(A~i) + + QiN+ RA~, + TiWiRN~RA~, 
where Wi is an arbitrary matr/x over H with compatible dimension. 
Similarly, we can investigate the bisymmetric solution to the system 
XB1 = C1, 
XB2 = C2, 
over ]HI. 
By Lemma 1.1, we can straightforward study the bisymmetric solution of the matrix equation 
(1.1). 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let A E H re×n, C E H m×'~ be known and X 6 H ~×'~ unknown; and 
S = A#LA, G = RsA #, T = LALs, N = RA.A  (*), 
¢ = (AA+C) * -  A+CA* - LAS+A # [(A+C) # - A+C] A*, 
~=S+A#[(A+C)#-A+C]+L~T+~(Z) +, Q=C~*~-A+CA(*~-L~A¢*~. 
Then, the matrix equation (1.1) has a bisymrnetric solution if and only if 
TT+~=~, R~Q=O, AA+C=C, C[(A+C)#-A+C] 
in which case, She general bisymmetric solution of (1.1) can be expressed as the following: 
where 
= A+C + LAS+A# rJ .[~A+C)# _ A+CJ~ + ¢ (Z) + + QN+RA. + TWR~R~., X1 
where W is an arbitrary matr/x over ]E with compatible dimension. 
PROOF. 
(21~) 
The matrix equation (1.1) has a bisymmetric solution if and only if the following system 
AX = C, 
A#X = C a, 
XA* = C*, 
XA  (*) = C(*), 
(2.16) 
Then system (1.7) has a centrosymmetric solution if and only if 
TT+ 9 = ~, RPRMLsLTQ : O, RMLsLTQLN : O, 
S = AfLA1,  K = A3LA1, T = KLs ,  
C = RsA#I, M = A#3LA1, N = RB3B#3, P = RMLsLTMLs,  
= s+At [(Atc,) ~ - (AtC, ) ]  + ~T+~S,+,  
Q=Ca#-A#3A+IC IB~-M~B ~. 
2.2, The Centrosymmetric Solution to System (1.7) 
Now, we use Lemma 1.1 to consider the centrosymmetric solution to system (1.7) where A1 E 
H mxn, C1 E H mxr, A3 E H kxn, B3 E H r×p, 63 E ~_~kxp are known and X E ]~x ,  unknown. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let 
is consistent for X. In fact, if the matrix equation (1.1) has a bisymmetric solution X, then X is 
obviously a solution of (2.16). Conversely, assume that (2.16) has a solution X1, then AX~ = C, 
AX~ *) = C, AX1 # = C. Hence it is easy to verify that (2.15) is a bisymmetric solution of the 
matrix equation (1.1). Lemma 1.2 yields the remaining part of the proof. | 
Similarly, we can consider the bisymmetric solution to the matrix equation XB --- D over H. 
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and 
A3A+C3B+3 B3 = C3, A1A+ C1 = C1, 
In that ease, the eentrosymmetric solution of system (1.7) can be expressed as 
1 (x, + (2.17) 
where 
X 1 =A+CI  +LA, S+A#I [(A+CI) #- (A+CI)] 
+LA~LsP + RMLsLrQN + RB~ -- LAILsLT (MLsLT) + MLsP  + RMLsLTQ (B3 ~) + 
+LA,LsLTZ - LA,LsLT (MLsLT) + MLsLTZ (B3B+) # + LA~LsWRB~ 
-LA,  LsLT(MLsLT)  + MLsLpWN (B~)  + - LA~LsP+PWNN+RB~, 
where W, Z are arbitrary matrices over H with appropriate sizes. 
PROOF. System (1.7) has a centrosymmetric solution if and only if the system 
A1X = C1, 
A3XB3 = Ca, 
(2.18) 
is consistent for X.  As a mater of fact, if system (1.7) has a centrosymmetric solution X, then X 
is obviously a solution of system (2.18). Conversely, suppose that  system (2.18) has a solution X1. 
Note that  A1X1 # -- C1, AaXI#B3 -- C3 by A#I X1 --- C#1 and A~3 X1B# 3 = C3 #. Hence, it is easy 
to verify that  (2.17) is a centrosymmetric solution of system (1.7). The remaining parts of the 
proof can be obtained by Lemma 1.1. | 
REMARK 2.2. 
1. By Corollary 3.3 in [18], we can give easily necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence and the expressions of symmetric, persymmetric and centrosymmetric solutions 
to the matrix equation (1.2) over H. 
2. By [20], the results of this paper  can be generalized to an arbitrary yon Neumann regular 
ring T4 with identity, an involution, and char T4 ~ 2. 
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